
Dear Tom, 

INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH IN THE HUMANITIES 

1401 di?J>™8'm-S9r~pri ve 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706 

Phone: (608) 262-3855 
608 262 6118 

Emmett L. Bennett, Jr. 
746 W. Main St., #309 

Madison, WI 53715 
608 257 2279 

Since I just did a little but not enough fluting, and am restless because I can't find a letter 
that I need to use right away quick, and because yesterday was, as a practical matter , the first day 
of spring = evidence: yesterday I pumped air into the tires, and rode my bicycle to Van Hise, and 
today rode it back here -- as a master of anacolouthon, I decided that since I did today (before 
bicycling back here) copy the enclosed on the Xerox, I might as well write to you. The enclosed 
are John's choice, and they satisfy me that my typing was pretty awful, and my handwriting not 
better than it is today - and that, as far as the copies go, I will consider them typical, 
representative, and of average significance. 

In the course of making arrangements at the end of the week I noted again that to 
FAX.ME at the university is 608 262 4747 + 1401 or Institute so they don't have to look me up -
BUT that the Institute powers have decided Loretta should have A FAX, even if she will send 
less than is economical. It is on its way, but not here yet; but it will have a different number. 
Through FAX I replied to Willy C. that yes, I would be delighted to stay in the Queen's Megaron 
from my arrival in Athens, 14 April till not later than 29 April when he needs it for somebody 
else. 

In further arrangement-making-course, I asked Loretta to E-mail Fred Cooper, to see if I 
could get a more -- no, a less rough date for his helping me see the PY bits. In the course of 
that I discovered not only what his address is, and John Bennet 's, but also mine - that is, 
Loretta 's. It is " huminst@macc.wisc.edu ". Yep, I checked it once again. Probably you knew 
that already. 

The arrangements for Knossos are more flexible. Jean-Pierre and John T. K. will overlap 
some time in the lraklion Museum, and I trust I can make a trio for a day or two. I've decided 
(based on advice from Willy) that I will just look at the axes through the glass, see if I can get J.
P. to take a photo or -oes through the glass, and look in the Museum Register for their entries. 

The tour leaves Athens the 21st, briefly returns the 27th (late?) and departs early the 
30th. All of May. Back in Chicago 10 June, early enough to have a late supper in Madison. 

Am I ready for it all? Don't think so. Gotta find that letter! 

Mirjo Salvini, as Direttore of ISMEA, sent me a new mega vivlio by Godart & 
Sakellarakis. It looks wonderful. 

Greetings to all, and to sundry. 
{In Austin weather , that ought to be easy?} 

28 March 1993 
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